
LIGHTWEIGHT SPRAYER
Breathe at ease!

Live with peace of mind!

<<<<

Please read the product description before operation.



1.Scope of application

Home KTV

Car Performing arts hall

Bar Gymnasium

Hotel Wedding ceremony

Troops Factory

The cinema Office building

School Outdoor performances,etc

matters needing attention
1. Only authorized technicians can disassemble this product,

and users are not recommended to disassemble this product.

2. Do not operate the product at will before you are familiar

with the operation instructions.

3. This product needs professional personnel for daily operation

and maintenance.Do not touch wires, sockets and host circuit

components when hands are wet.
4. Please don't put it in the place that children touch. Minors are

not allowed to use this product.

5. If you don't use this product for a long time, please turn off

the machine and cut off the main power.

6. The indicator light will be on when the product is charged,

and it will go out automatically when the battery is full.

2.product structure

<<<<

Water container Water container

Note:
During use, the liquid in the water volume should be pi; upright

as shown in the above figure to prevent the liquid from flowing

back.



3.Operation introduction
After charging is completed, press the button and the machine

will atomize automatically.

Then the blue indicator light beside the atomizing nozzle will light

up. Please turn off the power after the atomization is completed.

4.About the battery
· Do not put the battery in water or get it wet!

· It is forbidden to charge the battery under fire or extreme heat!

Do not use or store thebattery near the heat source (such as fire

or heater)! If the battery leaks or emits an odor, it should be

moved away from an open flame immediately. Please use a
special charger!

· Do not throw the battery into the fire or heat the battery

·It is forbidden to short-circuit the positive and negative poles of

the battery with wires or other metal objects. It is forbidden to

transport or store the battery together with necklaces, hairpins
or other metal objects!

· It is forbidden to pierce the battery light body with nails or other

sharp objects, and it is forbidden to hammer or pedal electric

energy!
. It is forbidden to hit or throw the battery!

· It is forbidden to decompose the battery in any way!

· It is forbidden to put the battery into a microwave oven or

pressure vessel!
. If the battery emits odor, heat, deformation, discoloration or any

other abnormal phenomena, it should not be used: if the battery
is being used or charged,it should be taken out of the instrument

or charger immediately and stopped!
· Please identify the special charging line to charge the product



5.Specifications
Product Name: LIGHTWEIGHT SPRAYER

Nominal voltage: 3.7V Product model: S588

Rated power: 3W Battery: 1500mAh

Packing list: 1 main machine, 1 instruction manual.

Note:In view of the consistent policy of continuously improving

products, the company reserves the right to change the specifi-

cations of products, and the actual goods shall be subject to
delivery.

6.Maintenance and repair
1.When this product is not used for a long time, it should be

checked regularly.

2.After using the ato mizer, please wipe off the residual
disinfectant with clean paper to wel or dry rag.

3.Do not place the product in a humid or high temperature

environment Please place it properly in a normal temperature,
dry and ventilated place.

4. When the product is not used for along time, clean the

product and store it in a sealed and dry environment.

5. When dumping products, please do not pile them up with

ordinary household garbage, but send them to the recycling

station designated by the government to help protect the
environment.

7.Special note
1.All contents in this manual have been carefully checked. If

there are any typographical errors or misunderstandings in the

contents, please correct and keep in touch. The company
reserves the right to interpret.

2.If the product is updated, no further notice will be given. I

hope the at atomizer can bring you a more simple, comfortable,
efficient and fashionable health care experience.

8.Precautions for safe use
To ensure that you use this product correctly, please read

carefully all safety precautions before using it. The safety

precautions can help you use this product correctly to avoid

personal injury or property damage to you or others. The
contents of safety precautions are as follows, please follow the
relevant regulations of safety precautions!


